
Legislation for a circular economy



Purpose CircuLaw
Accelerating the transition to timber construction 
and a circular economy through more and beer 
use of existing laws and regulations
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10 years of circular policy: circular economy goals out of sight



Main recommendation Integrated Circular Economy Report 
(PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, 2023)

Policy intensification is crucial to arrive to the next 
transition phase
Ambitions are huge:

● Halving primary abiotic resource use by 2030

● A fully circular economy in the Netherlands by 2050

Current policy approach focuses on experimentation: 
voluntary agreements and innovation subsidies

This is insuicient and lacking
In order to scale up governments need to apply more 
'force and coercion' , like application of norms, criteria 
and pricing 



Total:
2677 instruments

Laws and regulations:
210 instruments

Force & coercion:
(regulations + permits):
8 + 25  = 33 instruments

Force & coercion 
in only 1% of all 
activities

Circular Activities of local and regional authorities 
(Royal Haskoning, 2022)

Laws and regulations
License Regulation



1. Knowledge about laws and regulations is not suicient

2. Inaccessibility and complexity of laws and regulations is 
crippling and requires a lot of individual investment

3. Legislation has not been developed to serve transition 
agendas, resulting in a lack of jurdisdictional coherence

4. As legal advisors are highly specialised in one area of law, there 
is often a failure to envision a holistic view of all the possibilities

Problem 
Why are legal instruments not used more often?



Identify useful public, 
private and tax 

instruments 

For each circular theme or 
product group, a "legally 

circular heat map" is 
developed, which clearly 

identifies the available 
legislative possibilities

Make instruments 
accessible via smart 

platform

Help circular 
policymakers, project 
leaders and buyers to 
"navigate complexity"

Guidance in 
 application

Step-by-step plans, an 
application module and 

communities of practice 
that provide detailed 

guidance on the application

“From the law as text to the law as service”

Assist in the 
application of a mix 

of instruments

Combining public, 
private and fiscal 

instruments, promoting  
multi-level cooperation 
between governments

Solution



CircuLaw offers legal action perspectives for 
circular policymakers, project leaders and 

buyers of local and regional authorities



CircuLaw as tool for transition
What does the platform currently have to oer?



CircuLaw theme: Timber construction
Impactful strategy to realise circular construction

Aim: 20% of all housing 
production in the MRA in timber 
construction from 2025



31 instruments to stimulate timber construction
Shared on the platform in an overview with filters



An example of an instrument 
Made readable and understandable with ranking



Different overviews of instruments
In a list, shown in coherence and mapped on authority level



Instruments visualised in coherence
Find what is needed in complexity



Instruments visualised according to authority levels
Clarity and collaboration within the chain



What we are working on
with Built by Nature

1. Application of Instruments 



Step by step instructions and guidelines
Collective memory, learn together and scale up through replication



What we are working on
with Built by Nature

1. Application of Instruments 
2. Policy mixes 



Develop instrument mixes
As a way to implement more effective and structured policies

regulatory

financial

facilitative

Subsidies to 
construction 
companies support 
the development 
of biobased 
alternatives

Ban on use of 
material X in in 
2025

Seing up a 
knowledge community 
for application of 
biobased material

financial
The instrument 
mix can work 
as a leverage 
to change

facilitative

Individual instruments Application of a mix of instruments 
to  accelerate change

regulatory



What we are working on
with Built by Nature

1. Application of Instruments 
2. Policy mixes 
3. Design & development of the platform



Design & development of the platform
Integrating outcomes of the research and development in the platform + continuous 
improvements



What we are working on
with Built by Nature

1. Application of Instruments 
2. Policy mixes 
3. Design & development of the platform
4. Internationalisation



www.circulaw.nl/en

http://www.circulaw.nl

